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A Class Discussion on Religious Passion, Pluralism,
and the Young.
A 30-year-old Indian-American Muslim and former
Rhodes Scholar is setting out to change the way young
people relate to their own religious traditions and those of
others. Eboo Patel (http://www.ifyc.org/staff.php) says
that Al-Quaeda is the most effective youth program in the
world and we neglect its work at our peril.
This template will allow you to quickly create a class
discussion around the remarks made by Eboo Patel.
While students may be willing to discuss their faith in your
classroom, the discussion of one’s own faith is tricky
territory for a public classroom. The questions in this
template have been developed with the supposition that
students won’t be discussing their own faith. Instead, the
suggested discussion questions aim to guide a
conversation around the general characteristics of faith,
how faith is similar across religious and spiritual traditions,
and how religious faith may be an antidote to violence.
Estimated Time:

Objectives for High School Students:
•

Students will discuss the similarities between different faiths and how differences of faith can be both a divisive
and unifying force.

•

Students will discuss why youth are often utilized to commit acts of violence in the name of a faith.

•

Students will evaluate the program’s bias, message, and any production techniques used to advance a bias or
message.

Correlations with the Minnesota Graduation Standards
Grade

Subject

Strand

Sub-Strand

Standard

Benchmark

9-12

Social
Studies

World History

C. World
Civilizations
and
Religions,
1500 BC 700 AD

The student will
demonstrate
knowledge of the
history and rise of
major world religions.

1. Students will understand the
history, geographic locations, and
characteristics of major world
religions, including Judaism,
Hinduism, Buddhism,
Confucianism, Christianity,
Islam…

9-12

Social
Studies

World History

I. The Postwar Period,
1945 AD present

The student will
identify challenges
and opportunities as
we enter the 21st
Century.

1. Students will demonstrate
knowledge of the continuing
impact of September 11, 2001.

9-12

Language
Arts

III. Speaking,
Listening,
and Viewing

B. Media
Literacy

The student will
critically analyze
information found in
electronic and print
media, and will use a
variety of these
sources to learn
about a topic and
represent ideas.

6. Make informed evaluations
about television, radio, film
productions, newspapers and
magazines with regard to quality
of production, accuracy of
information, bias, purpose,
message and audience.

25 – 50 minutes of instructional time plus 10 – 30
minutes of prep, depending on how much audio you
choose to use and how long your students remain
interested in the topic.
Materials:
• Computer with Internet connection and classroom
speakers.
• Real Audio Player 8.0 or higher
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PREP: Estimated time: 10 – 20 minutes
1)

Peruse the transcript, selecting discussion questions and audio clips that you think will be of greatest interest and most relevance to your students.

2)

Preview the audio segments and practice using the embedded links in the time codes below to pause, advance, and “rewind” the RealPlayer application
to the segments you want to use. Check that your speaker volume is high enough to reach all corners of your classroom.

3)

Locate space on your white/blackboards, transparency paper or butcher paper to write class discussion notes on.

4)

Set up your classroom to accommodate a large group discussion or small group discussion format (depending if you choose to follow the ALTERNATIVE
steps 8 and 9 below).

INSTRUCTION: Estimated time: 35 – 50 minutes, depending on how long the class continues its discussion and how much audio you select.
1)

Begin the class by explaining that they’ll be listening to an interview with Eboo Patel, a Muslim who is working with youth of all faiths to create an
alternative to extremist violence. He thinks that if religious kids teach one another about their religious faith while doing social action work together,
they’ll all understand their own faith more deeply and understand how to work with people of different faiths.

2)

Ask the class to define what the word “pluralism” might mean. Work the class definition toward something that comes close to one of the examples
below.

3)

Explain that your student’s task today will be to evaluate Mr. Patel’s idea as they think about how pluralism might be an antidote to extremist violence.

4)

Brainstorm with your class what types of violence they’ve heard about in the recent news. You might want to guide the discussion towards violence
committed in the name of a faith by referencing the London bombings of August 2005. With each example cited by your students, try to press them to
remember who committed the violence.

5)

After the class has compiled a list, lead the class to realize that the perpetrators were often kids not older than your students. Then pose this question:
Why would someone with their adult life before them wish to hurt others or be willing to destroy himself or herself?

6)

Gather and discuss any impressions. Then play the first clip referenced in the transcript below.

7)

After the clip plays, gather your students’ initial reactions to Eboo Patel’s first point: that emboldening religious energy in youth today will reduce the
draw of organizations, like Al-Qaeda, that call youth to violence.

8)

Work through the discussion questions you’ve chosen or written yourself. Use the embedded links in the transcript below to re-play an audio clip to
refresh your student’s memory of what was said or to emphasize a point you or a student is making.

ALTERNATIVE:
9)

Model and then have your students develop a discussion question on an audio clip:
•

Identify an idea you want to discuss.

•

Form a question about the idea that starts with the words “why” or “how”; those words allow for more open-ended conversation.

10) Break your class into smaller groups and have students pose their questions to each other. After an appropriate amount of time, ask each group to
summarize what they talked about and share their summaries with the rest of the class.
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Definitions of Religious Pluralism
From Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Religious_pluralism(as of Dec. 17, 2005)

Religious Pluralism often describes the worldview that one's religion is not the sole and exclusive source of truth, and thus
recognizes that some level of truth and value exists in at least some other religions.
From Religious Tolerance: http://www.religioustolerance.org/gl_p.htm
Pluralism: In a religious sense, the term has two quite different different meanings:
1. The belief that multiple religions or secular world views are all legitimate and valid. Each is "true" when viewed
from within its own culture. This contrasts with exclusivist and inclusive.
2. The fact that religious diversity exists within in a country or the world.
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Timecode

Transcript

Suggested Discussion Questions & Links to Related Resources

0:00 – 0:55

Mr. Eboo Patel: Young people want to impact the world.
They want their footprint on earth, and they're going to do it
somehow. So when people say to me, "Oh, Eboo, you
know, you run this sweet little organization called the
Interfaith Youth Core and you do such nice things, you
bring kids together." I say, "Yeah, you know, there's
another youth organization out there. It's called al-Qaeda,
and al-Qaeda's been built over the past 25 years and with
lots of ideas of how you recruit young people and get them
to think that this is the best way they can impact the world."

What do you think Eboo Patel means by calling al-Qaeda a “youth
organization”?
Why would al-Qaeda be interested in recruiting young people like
yourself?
What might he mean by “emboldening” religious energy?

Ms. Tippett: Eboo Patel is a young Muslim out to create an
alternative. "We will not save ourselves and the next
generation of every faith," he says, "by taming religious
energy but by emboldening it." This is Speaking of Faith.
Stay with us.

0:59 – 1:28

Ms. Tippett: In London, young Muslims enter subway
stations with bombs on their bodies. In Paris suburbs,
young Muslims riot. My guest today is an ambitious 30year-old American-Muslim and a former Rhodes Scholar.
He is working to deepen rather than tame the religious
energies of the young across many traditions. His new
paradigm defies the wisdom of secular society, and he
believes it may be our only chance for survival.
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Timecode

Transcript

Suggested Discussion Questions & Links to Related Resources

1:48 –
3:54

Ms. Tippett: Eboo Patel was born in 1975 to a Muslim
family of Indian heritage in a Chicago suburb. In his early
20s, he collaborated on projects around the world,
including Sri Lanka, South Africa, and India. At the age of
23, after completing his doctorate in sociology at Oxford,
he returned to Chicago to found the Interfaith Youth Core.
Of all the differences between him and his Catholic,
Mormon, Hindu, and Jewish friends in high school, he
says, their personal religious beliefs were the most
difficult to talk about. But Eboo Patel believes that giving
young people fluency in the depths of their own religious
traditions and those of others is work of extreme urgency.

Do you think kids today are more willing to talk about personal religious beliefs
between each other today than they were in 1990 (when Mr. Patel went to high
school)?
Why does Eboo Patel think it’s important for kids to talk to each other about
their religious beliefs?
For further information on Dorothy Day, see “3:46 -Catholic Worker and Dorothy
Day” at
http://speakingoffaith.publicradio.org/programs/religiousyouth/particulars.shtml

Mr. Patel: Religious people are changing our world. You
can sit in a corner and whine about it, or you can be on
the bus and figure out how we can all work together to
build a world where people cooperate and live together in
some sort of mutual loyalty.
Ms. Tippett: Eboo Patel's Interfaith Youth Core is
creating ground-level interactions based on service
among adolescents and young adults of many traditions.
He calls this work "track two diplomacy." In many
cultures, he says, religious elders and leaders can be
difficult to engage with different beliefs, but their children
have an openness to meaningful interaction and the
possibility of change. And as Eboo Patel himself
discovered, appreciative engagement with others often
deepens one's own identity. Islam in Patel's family was
important, but not fervent. At college, at the University of
Illinois, he left faith behind but was drawn to social action.
He wound his way back to Islam after becoming involved
in projects of the Catholic Worker House movement that
was founded by the 20th century social activist and
present candidate for Catholic sainthood Dorothy Day.
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Timecode

Transcript

Suggested Discussion Questions & Links to Related Resources

3:54 – 5:48

Mr. Patel: I loved the songs, and I bowed my head when
there was prayer. The cross, the blood of Christ, the
resurrection, those key symbols didn't speak to me in
the same way that they spoke to Christians. So at some
point, a Catholic worker leader put his hand on my
shoulder and said, "Kid, you’ve got to find a way to
engage in social justice mind, body, and soul." And so I
began reading in other religious traditions, and
interestingly enough, kind of avoided Islam until I met my
grandmother again, and this is in the summer of 1998. I
went to Bombay, India, the summer before I went to
graduate school in England, and I discovered that my
grandmother had this 40-year history of housing
battered and abused women in her apartment in south
Bombay. And she brought out all these Polaroids of
these women from Hyderabad and Gujarat and Tamil
Nadu. And then finally, at the end of all these stories, I
wanted to hear my grandmother's story. I said, "Why do
you do this?" And she said, "Because I'm a Muslim, and
this is what Muslims do." And it was like heaven cracked
open and spilled onto me. And I realized that there was a
Dorothy Day figure in my faith, in my family. I was
standing in an Indian-Muslim Catholic worker house.

For further information on Dorothy Day, see “3:46 -Catholic Worker and Dorothy
Day” at
http://speakingoffaith.publicradio.org/programs/religiousyouth/particulars.shtml
How was the work Eboo Patel’s Muslim grandmother similar to the work
Dorothy Day did?

Ms. Tippett: Had you not known this about your
grandmother, or had you just not paid attention to it, do
you think?
Mr. Patel: You know, I hadn't paid attention. I mean, my
grandmother was the woman, you know, who came to
America for one month of the year and kind of poked her
bony finger in my chest and said, "Are you saying your
prayers?" and "Are you," you know, "giving your money
to the Muslim community?" and "Are you going to marry
a Muslim girl when you grow up?" And it was like, you
know, "I'm 12. I just want to skateboard."
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Timecode

Transcript

Suggested Discussion Questions & Links to Related Resources

5:48 –
9:15

Ms. Tippett: It seems to me that you've become engaged
in this field of thinking hard about religion, religion in a
pluralistic culture at a young age, and that you care
deeply and are quite sensitive to why young people, and
something that's very much in the news, young Muslims,
seem to be susceptible to extremist religious ideas. How
do you think about that phenomenon? And I think it is
something that many people in our culture are puzzled by
and would like to understand better.

For further information on Al-Qaeda youth recruitment, see the section “7:32 - AlQaeda Recruitment of Youth” at
http://speakingoffaith.publicradio.org/programs/religiousyouth/particulars.shtml

Mr. Patel: I think about the phenomenon of young people
involved in religious violence primarily through thinking
about what young people want. And I think that
Gwendolyn Brooks in this beautiful line from a poem
called Boy Breaks Glass articulates it best, and she
speaks as if she were a young person. She says, "I shall
create if not a note, a hole. If not an overture, a
desecration." Young people want to impact the world.
They want their footprint on earth, and they're going to do
it somehow. And if the only way that they get a chance to
do that is by destroying things, then we shouldn't be
surprised if that's the path they take. So when people say
to me, "Oh, Eboo, you know, you run this sweet little
organization called the Interfaith Youth Core, and you do
such nice things, you bring kids together." I say, "Yeah,
you know, there's another youth organization out there.
It's called al-Qaeda, and al-Qaeda's been built over the
past 25 years with lots of money and with lots of strategy
and with lots of ideas of how you recruit young people
and get them to think that this is the best way they can
impact the world."
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What do you think about Mr. Patel’s idea that young people want to impact the
world? Why might kids without much hope of a good job turn to religious
extremists and be willing to destroy themselves and others?

For the full text of Gwendolyn Brooks poem, see the section “6:28 - Gwendolyn
Brooks Poem” at
http://speakingoffaith.publicradio.org/programs/religiousyouth/particulars.shtml
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Timecode

Transcript

5:48 –
9:15

Mr. Patel: If you look at Bin Laden's writing and
speaking, he specifically articulates, "And we are calling
the young people of Islam." Well, there's a reason for
that, because he has a sense of the psychology of 16 to
24-year-olds. On the other hand, if you go to a lot of,
quote, mainstream religious communities, you look
around, and you're like, "Where are the 16 to 24-yearolds?" They're not here. I think what we have to do is
figure out how to involve them. And, unfortunately,
religious extremists have just been much more effective
at that.

(cont)

Ms. Tippett: So as I understand it, I mean, the work
you're doing now is having, rather than theological
discussion as the foundation or simple social gatherings,
you're actually bringing young people together to engage
in projects.

Suggested Discussion Questions & Links to Related Resources

Why would religious extremists focus their efforts on involving young people

For further information the sacred texts and traditions cited here by Eboo Patel, see the
section “8:47 - Young People Articulating Their Traditions” at
http://speakingoffaith.publicradio.org/programs/religiousyouth/particulars.shtml

Notice how the three faiths mentioned here - Judaism, Christianity and Islam – all have
traditions of hospitality to the less fortunate. Why would Eboo Patel think it’s important
for kids to learn about these similarities between faiths?

Mr. Patel: That's right. The first thing they do is to have a
common experience of serving someone else. They
would build houses together. They would tutor children
together. So you have this opportunity to see kind of the
best in somebody else's tradition as you are practicing
the best in your own. And then you have this opportunity
to sit together afterwards and actually articulate that, say,
"This is what it is in Islam that inspires me to tutor this
refugee kid: It is sura 93 that does that." And you hear
this Christian kid talking about Matthew 25, and you hear
this Jewish kid talking about tikkun olam. And that can be
a song. For many people, it's a hero. You know, most of
the times when we deal with kids and religion, we sit
them down and we say, "You believe in Moses, right?"
And the kid says, "I believe in Moses." But when you ask
the kid, "What is it about Moses that inspires you to be a
leader?" Man, that kid believes in Moses in a whole
different way.
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Timecode

Transcript

Suggested Discussion Questions & Links to Related Resources

9:1610:25

Ms. Tippett: This is also about people giving each other
the gift of their questions as an outsider, someone from a
different tradition asking an interesting question of
another, and then that question itself causing the person
who's been asked it to go deeper, to think harder.

Do you think it would be important to listen to a friend talk about his or her faith?
Would you say most kids would be comfortable or uncomfortable talking about
their religion with kids of different faiths?

Mr. Patel: I think that's exactly right. I mean, there's
these huge parts of our lives that are entirely private.
They're our religious lives. And I felt like when I was in
high school like I was hiding this stuff from my other
friends. I didn't want them to know about Friday prayer in
Islam. I didn't want them to know about Ramadan. I was,
for some reason, embarrassed about it almost. And I
think perhaps the most wonderful surprise that we found
in doing interfaith youth work is how excited 16-year-old
religious kids are about talking about their religion with
other kids.
I got a phone call from a Catholic mom, and she said, "I
don't know what you've done to my son, but after he's
gone to a couple of your programs he's starting to wake
up early on Sunday and getting the whole family to go to
church. And I would love to tell his grandmother about
this, except I'm afraid of admitting to her that we had
stopped going to church for a while."
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Timecode

10:30 13:06

Transcript

Ms. Tippett: Activist and organizer Eboo Patel. Here are some voices from a discussion he led recently
with a group of diverse teen-agers after an afternoon of tutoring immigrant children.
Mr. Patel: So today we were teachers, and teaching is a sacred act, a point of enormous significance
across religious traditions. So what I want to begin with is talking about important teachers in our different
religious traditions and what they inspire us to do as we move on in our lives and teach others.
Unidentified Young Woman #1: The first one is a piece I'm learning in my own Tanach class, and it's
Rambam. And he is important because we're studying about who you should give charity to. And he says
that the one guy who, you know, claims to be starving should be saved, should be given money right
away. But he also says you should be a light unto all nations and you should help everyone equally. And I
thought that was pretty prevalent for this group. But I also felt like Rashi is a really important scholar
because he, for me, personally, because he allows his daughters to take on the same obligations as men,
and they learn to do many Judaic things that women are still not today allowed to do in many traditions.
And so, for me, he's a very powerful teacher.

Suggested Discussion Questions &
Links to Related Resources

Why is teaching so important to
all the religious traditions being
discussed?

This part of the interview revealed
similarities between the Qur’an,
the Bible, and the Torah. How are
these similarities important the
Interfaith Youth Core’s mission?

Unidentified Young Man #1: Well, the most powerful thing I taught is just, I think, just like informing
everybody about my religion, my Catholic religion, my Catholic faith, and telling them what I'm about. And
the most important thing I've learned is learning about everybody else's religion, how we all have
similarities and sayings about keeping peace, like inviting other people who have clothes or stuff like that,
it almost matches up.
Unidentified Young Woman #2: Because Prophet Muhammad, peace be upon him, was taught by the
Angel Gabriel, that means that every one of us needs a teacher in order to understand or learn something.
Mr. Patel: Is there something particular about one of Prophet Muhammad's, peace be upon him, teaching
that you think about?
Young Woman #2: Yeah. Education is mandatory upon every human being, male and female. And it's
mandatory, which is interesting, it's not just, like, you know, if learning something is left to, like, one part of
the population, then the rest of the population will, you know, benefit from it. So everyone has to learn.
Unidentified Young Man #2: Well, like, I've known that we all have shared values and that we all speak
for peace and equality and stuff like that, but I didn't know that the sayings in the Qur’an, in the Torah, in
the Bible, match up almost word for word.
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Timecode

Transcript

13:22 –
16:40

Ms. Tippett: His approach, actively engaging religious
ideals and differences, cuts against the grain of some
Western civic instincts. These instincts, he says, are
failing us as our societies grow more pluralistic. For
example, the French have attempted to prevent religious
tensions by forbidding public expressions of religious
identity. These policies are part of the turmoil that has
recently led young French Muslims to riot. A school
headmaster in Paris was quoted by the BBC as saying, "I
did not want to know what their religion was anymore
than I wanted them to know what mine was." By contrast,
in India, the political economist Ashutosh Varshney has
studied why some cities remain relatively calm when
Hindu-Muslim tensions rise and others explode in
violence. He found that civic associations to engage
people around diverse religious identity can make that
difference. Eboo Patel says Americans also often wrongly
suppose that in order to show respect for the beliefs of
others we must be discreet, even silent, about our own.

Suggested Discussion Questions & Links to Related Resources

For more information about Hindus and Muslims in India, see “14:05 - Reference
to Varshney’s Study” at
http://speakingoffaith.publicradio.org/programs/religiousyouth/particulars.shtml

Eboo Patel gives two examples – one of isolation (Muslims rioting in France) and
one of cooperation – Hindus and Muslims coexisting in India. Can you think of
examples of isolation and cooperation in this country? What do you think would
be the consequences to pursing one policy or the other?

Mr. Patel: I think that that is perhaps the biggest
misconception in the way we think about religion in public
life. And here's an example of that. I was asked to give an
address on religion and social action at Berea College,
which is this small Christian college in Kentucky. And the
hall where they have these speeches is their chapel. And
this very sweet liberal faculty member approached me
and said, "Listen, if you want, we can cover the cross, if
you feel uncomfortable as a Muslim speaking with this
cross behind you." And I said, "You know, it's that cross
that brought me here. It is your Christian conviction that
asked a Muslim who believes in interfaith social action to
come here," and I would not feel comfortable saying,
"Bismillah ar-Rahman ar-Rahim, in the name of God, the
compassionate, the merciful."
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Timecode

Transcript

Suggested Discussion Questions & Links to Related Resources

13:22 –
16:40

Ms. Tippett: And that's the beginning of Muslim prayers.

What does Eboo Patel mean by “strong structures” that have been built by
extremists?

(cont)

Mr. Patel: That's right. That's right.
Ms. Tippett: You're also kind of countering some of the
ideas that are out there about why religious extremism
happens, that it's a response to modernity, and you're
sort of saying, no, you don't see it that way.
Mr. Patel: That's right. I mean, if we understand
modernity as people from different backgrounds living in
close quarters, which is something that didn't happen as
often perhaps 100 years ago. The southwest side of
Chicago 100 years ago was largely Irish Catholic. Now
you'll hear the chanting of Buddhists in places, you'll
smell Mexican food and Arab food. You don't have to kill
the new people coming in. A lot of religious scholars say,
"Well, you know, religious fundamentalism, or extremism,
is the inevitable response to modernity." I think it's one
response and, unfortunately, the people who want to
respond that way to modernity have built much stronger
structures than those of us who seek to respond to the
existence of diversity by building cooperation. We haven't
built very strong structures.
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Timecode

Transcript

16:40 19:02

Ms. Tippett: Where do you see examples of how those
same energies and those same situations of pluralism,
modernity, and religious energies can be channeled
differently? I mean, what is different when it doesn't turn
to violence?

Suggested Discussion Questions & Links to Related Resources

For information on Heschel and King, see the section “17:19 - Interfaith
Relationship of Heschel and King” at
http://speakingoffaith.publicradio.org/programs/religiousyouth/particulars.shtml

Mr. Patel: There are so many beautiful examples. And if
one looks at any of the great freedom movements of the
20th century, whether it's the struggle in South Africa or
Hind Swaraj in the subcontinent or the civil rights struggle
in the United States, the leadership of those movements
was not only religious, it was interfaith in character. So I
think about the Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
meeting the Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel in 1963 in
Chicago and them finding common ground on the Old
Testament prophets, and then them marching together in
Selma a couple years later. And Rabbi Heschel saying, "I
felt like my legs were praying." And the most influential
person in King's life is, of course, Jesus, but perhaps the
second most influential was a half-naked Hindu from
India, Mahatma Gandhi. And King credits Gandhi with
taking the love ethic of the social gospel of Christianity
and making it a social reform movement.
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Timecode

Transcript

Suggested Discussion Questions & Links to Related Resources

16:40 19:02

Ms. Tippett: Right. And, you know, Martin Luther King
comes up so much, Martin Luther King and Gandhi, I
mean, you know, these few names we've mentioned. Are
there other figures like that who we don't know as much
about?

For information on the lesser-known figures that Eboo Patel mentions, see the
section “17:47 - Notable, Contemporary Figures in Youth Movements” at

(cont)

Mr. Patel: Sure. Let me say one thing about King and
Gandhi, is how young they were when they started. When
King led the bus boycott, he was 26. In South Africa,
Gandhi was 24 when he led the first movement against
the racist pass laws. But they are far from the only
examples. I mean, I think about Farid Esack, who's a
great hero of Islam of mine who helped start the Muslim
Youth Movement in South Africa, which played a key role
in the struggle. I think about Abdul Ghaffar Khan, who
was known as the Frontier Gandhi, who was a Pashtun
from Afghanistan and said that the Qur’an is a document
of peace and would sit with Gandhi in villages in India
where there was Hindu-Muslim tension and chant
alternatively from the Bagavadghita and from the Qur’an,
saying, "As long as the word of God is heard, that's
what's important."
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Timecode

Transcript

19:02 –
21:50

Ms. Tippett: Eboo Patel. I'm Krista Tippett, and this is
Speaking of Faith from American Public Media. Today,
"Religious Passion, Pluralism, and the Young." My guest,
Eboo Patel, is a visionary organizer of young people
across traditions. He set out to deepen their religious
identities and channel their natural desire to make a
difference towards service. He just celebrated his 30th
birthday. His own energy is considerable, and his goals
are ambitious.

Suggested Discussion Questions & Links to Related Resources

For information on World Youth Day, see the section “20:18 - World Youth Day” at
http://speakingoffaith.publicradio.org/programs/religiousyouth/particulars.shtml

Mr. Patel: I'll tell you a story that helped me start the
Interfaith Youth Core. I was at a World Council of
Churches conference three years ago in Cyprus, and the
keynote speaker was a Lebanese Catholic priest. And he
began his speech by saying, "I have a position of some
influence in the Middle East. I am the director of religious
education for all the Catholic schools of this particular
Catholic order in the Middle East. And part of what I'm
doing is I'm transforming the way Islam and Judaism are
taught in these schools, taught not as competing religions
but as kindred religions." And he said, "You know where I
got that idea from? Right here in this room 20 years ago
at a World Council of Churches conference. I was
brought on a youth scholarship, and it's where I first
heard the idea that Catholics and Jews and Muslims
should be able to cooperate." And that's the way that I
see the work that we're doing. So we work with all these
kids from different religious backgrounds. And, you know,
Catholic school kids sometimes grow up to be cardinals,
and Jewish girls sometimes grow up to run a Jewish
federation. World Youth Day started in Rome 20 years
ago, couple hundred thousand kids. A decade later in the
Philippines, it had millions of kids. The pope transformed
the way young people think about being Catholic.
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19:02 –
21:50
(cont)

Ms. Tippett: Did you see that photo collage in
The New York Times this year after the Catholic
Youth Day? There were four, six, or eight pictures
of kids from all over the world, and it was so
beautiful. They were so different and thrilling.

To view the New York Times photo gallery Krista mentioned, see Vincent Laforet's of
youths participating in the event at
http://www.nytimes.com/slideshow/2005/08/21/weekinreview/20050821_PILGRIM_SLIDESHOW_1.html

Mr. Patel: That's right. You know what I find so
fascinating, Krista, is people who don't deal with
religion regularly have this stereotype about what
religious kids look like.
Ms. Tippett: Right. What would a Catholic look
like?
Mr. Patel: Exactly.
Ms. Tippett: These pictures were nothing that
you would imagine.
Mr. Patel: Nose piercings and purple hair. We
see that all the time at the Interfaith Youth Core.
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24:20

Ms. Tippett: Now, I saw — you and I were both at the Mayor’s Prayer Breakfast in Chicago last year, and there was a
group of kids — now, they were part of your organization, right?

Suggested Discussion
Questions & Links to
Related Resources

Mr. Patel: That's right.
Ms. Tippett: I mean, "kids" we're saying, I think they were probably, what, 14 to 24 maybe? They weren't all very young.
Mr. Patel: Right.
Ms. Tippett: And they did a presentation on the stage. And I'll say honestly, even I, in this line of work that I'm in, I
mean, sometimes when I hear there's going to be a presentation of interfaith youth, I might think that it's going to be
kind of…
Mr. Patel: Kumbaya-ish.
Ms. Tippett: Yeah. Thank you. And it was extremely moving and substantive and interesting and unpredictable. And I'm
thinking also that there was in that group, and it was a range of kids from different backgrounds — religious and ethnic
— and I think there was also a young woman who was atheist or not religious? Is that right?
Mr. Patel: It's probably the case.
Ms. Tippett: Yeah. I mean, in the spectrum of spirituality in our culture today, and I think young people are especially
open about this, there's also the stance of struggling with religion and asking big questions, but not embracing the
traditions. And that whole spectrum, I think, is represented in your work. Is that right?
Mr. Patel: Kind of.
Ms. Tippett: Kind of. OK.
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21:51 –
24:20
(cont)

Mr. Patel: Right. We deal mostly with kids who identify with a religious tradition. You know how I think about a tradition?
I think about Ani DeFranco playing Woody Guthrie's "Do Re Mi."
Ms. Tippett: Say some more.
Mr. Patel: That's the tradition of folk music. And Woody Guthrie is one of the founders of that tradition. And when Ani
DiFranco gets on stage and she says, "I'm going to play a song from my forefather," she is saying, "I know that I come
from somewhere." But she doesn't play that song exactly the way Woody Guthrie played it, right? I am inspired by my
grandmother in India to do Muslim social action work, but her expression of that is in this very 1950s Indian way. It's
taking people into her home. My expression of Muslim social action is founding an international nonprofit organization.
So the basic value is the same, but the expression changes. That's how I understand a tradition. The basic values in a
tradition, compassion and mercy and social action and love, stay the same, but different generations give different
expression to those things.
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Ms. Tippett: Talk to me about some of the problems you have and the challenges in doing interfaith work in early 21st
century America in our culture. You know, what goes wrong? What do you have to struggle against?
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Questions & Links to
Related Resources

Should religion be
treated with the
same amount of
respect and same
amount of priority
as ethnicity?

Mr. Patel: I'll tell you what I used to struggle against before September 11th was people saying, "Isn't religion dead?" I
remember a high school friend of mine wrote me an e-mail and said, "What's this? I'm hearing you're doing this thing
called interfaith work? What happened to you, man? You ran off and joined the flat earth society." And then September
11th happened, and then the election of 2004 happened. And all of a sudden we discovered that, you know, The
Passion of the Christ is amongst the most popular movies a couple of years ago, and all of a sudden we discovered that
Rick Warren's The Purpose-Driven Life is the bestselling book in the world for two years. And we wake up and realize
that 80-plus percent of our country believes in God, that over half regularly attends a religious service, and we say,
"Who are these other people?" And that's one of the things, frankly, that I find interesting about the media that I listen to
— National Public Radio, The New York Times — is there is something about when we talk about religion, there is
something of the, "Isn't this curious?" phenomenon.
Ms. Tippett: Well, weren't they dead yesterday?
Mr. Patel: Exactly. You know, there are the aardvarks and there are the religious people, you know? Watch them
behave in their ecologies. And perhaps that's one of my — that's a big challenge is now that we are as a culture over the
idea that religion is dead or dying, there is an increasing voice in our culture that said it should be dead or dying, that,
you know, "Why are you voting Jesus?" "Why do you leave work on Friday at 1:00 to go pray? This is crazy." And the
way that I talk to my secular friends about that is, first of all, you would never say that about somebody's ethnic
background, you would never say that about somebody's racial identity, you know, "Why do you eat soul food?" You'd
never ask that. You have a gut-level respect for people's identity when it comes to ethnicity, gender, class, race. Why
not religion?

Do you agree that
religious people are
changing the
world? How might
we promote a way
to live in
cooperation with
other people?

And the second thing is religious people are changing our world. You can sit in a corner and whine about it, or you can
be on the bus and figure out how we can all work together to build a world where people cooperate and live together in
some sort of mutual loyalty. I'll tell you something, Muslims are not going to stop being Muslim, Christians are not going
to stop being Christian. The question is, the challenge is, how do we promote a way of being Christian and Muslim and
Jewish and Buddhist and Hindu that lives in cooperation with other people?
(Excerpts from both song followed by announcements)
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31:03 –
35:00

Ms. Tippett: Welcome back to Speaking of Faith, public radio's conversation about religion, meaning, ethics and ideas.
I'm Krista Tippett. Today we're exploring a new approach to religious passion, pluralism, and the young, the work of a
young Muslim-American, activist Eboo Patel. Growing up in a Chicago suburb and later as a Rhodes Scholar, he began to
question an educated assumption that religious identity among the young must be disaffected or dangerous in a pluralistic
world. He founded the Interfaith Youth Core in Chicago when he was 23 years old. It now has a staff of 15 and conducts
projects across America and in several countries. The Core brings together young people to work on service projects.
Friendship and discussion flow out of shared experiences that involve, as Patel says, practicing the best of one's own
tradition and seeing the best at work in others. He insists that this is not mere idealism, it is a pragmatic and genuinely
enlightened response to the plural religious vigor of the world we now inhabit.
Mr. Patel: I've come to the point, and perhaps this is my cynicism, I say, "Well, you know, if you want to try to leap to the
moon, you can try to do that, too." That's the parallel to waving your flag and saying religion should die. The other thing is
it's, you know, it's, frankly, prejudicial, it's — Louis Lapham, in the May issue of Harper's, wrote this screed about how
America's recent intoxication with religion is ruining this country. And he said, "When I was at Yale in the 1950s, the only
thing we talked about was the anatomy of God's death." And I'm thinking to myself, "That is amongst the most insulting
things that you could say to 85 percent of your country people." So that might fly in certain spaces on the Upper East Side
of New York, but let me tell you something, you are going to hurt a lot of people in the vast swaths of this world if you go
around saying that.
Ms. Tippett: I like it also that you are concerned about that because Louis Lapham, I believe, was writing mostly about
America's Christian intoxication, right? But, you know, you're Muslim and you're also saying…
Mr. Patel: Right. In fact, particularly evangelicals, right, and we work with a lot of evangelicals. And I have crazy respect
for evangelicals.

screed - a long
speech or piece of
writing, typically
one regarded as
tedious.
transcendent - (of
God) existing apart
from and not
subject to the
limitations of the
material universe.
(New Oxford
American
Dictionary, 2nd
Edition)
Why would Mr.
Patel find in Louis
Lapham’s piece so
offensive?

Ms. Tippett: What do you mean by that?
Mr. Patel: There's a great line in a Paul Simon song, "Faith is an island in the setting sun, proof is the bottom line for
everyone." And people who can keep ideas of the transcendent in front of their face in a world dominated by the material
are people that have earned my respect a hundred times over. Now, I might disagree with evangelicals on a lot of things,
but I know that AIDS in Africa would not be addressed in the same way without evangelicals' concern. I know that there
would be a lot of women in Eastern Europe and Southeast Asia still in prostitution if not for the work of evangelicals. And I
look at them and I say, "You know, we can work together on this. My Muslim values have a profound overlap with your
evangelical values, and if you feel the need to pray for my soul in your church, you go right ahead. That is your right in this
country. And if you feel that's an obligation of your religion, please do that. And when we're together, let's not spend all of
our time trying to convert each other, let's spend some of our time trying to help other people."
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Ms. Tippett: When you talk about understanding or asserting that religion is not going to go away, religious passions are
not going to die and therefore we have to find new ways of being religious together, it seems to me, in what I read of you
and know of your work, that, you know, part of the new paradigm you're suggesting is to say, "Yes, I'm going to be
working side by side with people who would like to convert me, and that's OK." You're not accepting some of the
framework of what we've taken as acceptable civic behavior.

Suggested Discussion
Questions & Links to
Related Resources

What is the “public
square” aspect of
religion that Mr.
Patel is working to
build through
interfaith
cooperation?

Mr. Patel: That's exactly right. Interfaith work has been constructed as if it is primarily about belief. So we're trying to
change the way Christians believe about Buddhists. The way that I see that is somebody's belief is their own business. It
is not my right to tell you how to think about God. It is not my right to tell you how to think about heaven. But it is my right
to say we live on the same block together, we live in the same city together, we’ve got to get this right. Can we at least
wave at each other when we walk down the street? Can we coach each other's son's or daughter's little league team, can
we maybe start a block club together? There's this public square aspect to religious identity, and that's what I'm
committed to getting right.
Ms. Tippett: You know, I think what's a little bit different in what you're doing is you're also saying, "I might be offended
and upset by that person's belief, but as long as it's not being imposed on me, that can't be a stumbling block to my living
with that person and working with that person." I mean, here's a sentence you wrote, "Even most of those who strongly
believe that anybody other than the most righteous of their religious tribe is bound for eternal hellfire do not generally find
it acceptable practice to send people there by the human hand."
Mr. Patel: That's exactly right. I'll tell you a story and then I'll tell you the larger dynamic that I'm very concerned about. I
spend most of my time observing how religious people actually interact. I spend less of my time reading theology because
I'm primarily concerned with how human beings can live together on earth, not what human beings write in books. And the
Moody Bible School, which is a leading training ground for "We should convert the Muslims" type evangelicals…
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Ms. Tippett: Right. In Chicago, I believe.

Suggested Discussion
Questions & Links to
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Mr. Patel: In Chicago, right down the street from my office. And Moody Bible students would work at the cafe right next
door, and I'd walk in and order my morning mocha and, you know, kind of hang out with these 21-year-old kids who were,
you know, training to convert Muslims. And they'd be like, "So, man, you know, you're here every day, what do you do?"
And I'm like, "Oh, I run this interfaith organization. We bring young people from different religions together," and they're
like, "To spread the gospel?" I'm like, "Well, kind of. To build cooperation." They're like, "Oh. What are you, man?" And
I'm like, "I'm a Muslim." And they're like, "Oh, yeah, Muslim. Yeah. You know, we're learning about Muslims." I'm like,
"Uh-huh, yeah, I'm a really deeply committed Muslim, and my Muslimness is what inspires me to work for cooperation."
They're like, "Wow, I don't hear that much about that. That's really cool, though. You want whipped cream on your
mocha?" So I know that they're being taught at Moody. "Every time you come into contact with a Muslim, practice
converting them." Right? But in their actual everyday real life interaction, they don't do that. And that's what I'm hoping to
build on.
Now, if I were to walk into Moody and say, "You better change your curriculum and you better change the way you believe
about Muslims," forget about it, we're going to fight. But if I can find a way of interacting with this Moody Bible School kid
in a way that enhances the common ground between us and says, "You and I can have a conversation that's not about
conversion. I'm not saying that you can't try to convert me, I'm just saying let's not only have that conversation." It's the
same thing I say to Muslims and Jews when they get in the same room. "You know what, the conversation you've been
taught to have is the Middle East. You're taught to come in here and start arguing about the Middle East. That
conversation exists. But let's not make that the only conversation we can have." And, Krista, I'll tell you who's figured this
is out is conservatives. Evangelicals and Catholics work very hard together on pro-life issues in America and go their
separate ways on the Iraq war.
Ms. Tippett: Well, and — yeah.
Mr. Patel: Now, how come —
Ms. Tippett: There is also this real theological divide. But you're right, they're working together very practically and
effectively on issues they both care about.

pragmatism Philosophy an
approach that
assesses the truth
of meaning of
theories or beliefs
in terms of the
success of their
practical
application.
(New Oxford
American
Dictionary, 2nd
Edition)
How would you
define the common
ground between
religious youth that
Eboo Patel is trying
to develop with the
Interfaith Youth
Core?

Mr. Patel: Right. And, you know, this is, in some ways, the Interfaith Youth Core's ideas of interfaith work stems out of
American pragmatism, which is, "Let's look at the ways people actually interact and live and think and work, and let's
base what we do off of that."
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Mr. Patel: I'll tell you the danger here; the danger is this extremely small group of people called religious totalitarians.
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Ms. Tippett: Now, that's your phrase that you prefer to — what do you prefer that to? What are the words we use that you
don't like?
Mr. Patel: Well, for me, it's the best word, and you can also use extremist or radical, but totalitarianism means people who
are committed to condemning or converting or killing everybody who does not share their interpretation of their religious
tradition. That's what a totalitarian is. And it's dramatically different than an evangelical or than a conservative or than a
traditionalist. You can believe that everybody except your tribe is not going to share heaven with you and still live in
perfect peace and harmony and be an excellent neighbor. And once we start getting into changing other people's beliefs, I
think that we're being presumptuous. I also think we're not being strategic, because people aren't going to let you into
their door if you say, "Guess what, if you give me a seat at your dining room table, I'm going to try to change the way you
think about God. I'm going to meddle with the most precious thing in your life."
Ms. Tippett: So this makes me think about attitudes that have been adopted and accepted and what's implicit in them in
the last few decades. The idea of tolerance did kind of mean that you weren't supposed to believe things that were even
critical of the person who was different. And I'm wondering if there's something generational happening. I mean, is there
— or maybe it's the fact that you're Muslim and not Christian. You know, what is it that allows you to be that much more
generous about other people's beliefs and still want to carve out this space where you can work with them?
Mr. Patel: I think you're giving too much credit when you say generous. I think we are doing what works. Getting this right,
getting the way religiously diverse people work with each other right is a matter of life and death. We have to do what
works.

What is the key
difference between
a “religious
totalitarian” and an
evangelical or
conservative or a
traditionalist?
Why does Eboo
Patel think it is so
important that we
figure out how
religiously diverse
people can work
with one another?
Do you think
there’s the same
urgency? Why or
why not?

(Announcements)
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Ms. Tippett: After the London bombings in July by four young Muslim extremists, he wrote in the Chicago Tribune, "I
cannot stop staring at a map of central London, the one with the four explosions on it. Edgware Road, Aldgate, Russell
Square, Tavistock Square, it sounds like the itinerary of my regular trips to London when I was a graduate student at
Oxford University a few years ago. The calm those places provided was shattered by a group of young men who traced
their heritage to the region of the world where I was born, and who prayed in the same language I consider holy. A city I
love was bombed by people my community could have influenced."
Mr. Patel: The problem is the disaffection of a younger generation of Muslims from an older generation.
Ms. Tippett: Yeah, say some more about that.
Mr. Patel: Well, in the wake of the London bombings, the smartest thing that was said was by this early 20-something
working class kid in Leeds in northern England. He said to a BBC reporter, "The older generation and the younger
generation don't talk the way you think they should." The older generation who came from north Africa and south Asia and
the Pacific East, their relationship to the tradition of Islam and how it translated into the West is very different from how
their kids experience being both Muslim and Briton, or Muslim and German, or Muslim and American. And the Osama Bin
Ladens of the world understand that profound generational religio-cultural gap, and they exploit it. So you've got these
disaffected kids sitting in a mosque, and somebody stands up and says, "Why are you participating in the permissiveness
of this Western society when your brothers and sisters are getting murdered on the other side of the world?" And the older
generation oftentimes has not figured out a way to translate Islam such that it makes sense in a positive constructive way.
Ms. Tippett: So that kind of statement is very compelling, you're saying, and that might be the most compelling language
they've heard, using Islam.
Mr. Patel: That's exactly right. It's the most relevant language they've heard about Islam to their lives. It gives them a
sense of power and identity. And we can provide the same thing. I mean, think about what the Montgomery Improvement
Association did for African-Americans in Montgomery in 1955. You know, people say, "Oh, you know, religious violence is
caused by poverty and oppression." Well, you know, blacks in Montgomery in 1955 were poor and oppressed, and they
didn't kill other people. What did they do? They were led on a path of constructive peace-building because somebody
shone the light on that path. So that became their religious identity.

For more in-depth
information or Mr.
Patel’s response to
the London
bombings, see the
section “Citation
from Chicago
Tribune Article” on
the particulars
page.
Mr. Patel states
that the older
generation of
Muslims hasn’t
figured out how to
teach a version of
Islam that drowns
out the calls of the
Osama Bin Ladens
of the world. How
might Mr. Patel’s
work accomplish
what the older
generation isn’t?

Ms. Tippett: And that's what you're doing, isn't it? You're shining a light on a different path.
Mr. Patel: We're trying to shine the light on it, and we're trying to walk it. We're trying to walk it. We're figuring out there's
a lot of folks ahead of us, and there's a lot of folks with us, and we're hoping that more and more join.
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Mr. Patel: I take all religious violence, particularly violence committed by Muslims upon anybody, but perhaps especially
other Muslims, very personally. And I want to wake up one day and not have that be in my newspaper. Perhaps, for me,
one of the most profound teachings of Prophet Muhammad, peace be upon him, is that he would go to the cave of Mount
Hira every year to pray and to fast and to give alms to the poor. And, of course, one fateful day in the year 610, he was
visited by the Angel Gabriel. The angel gripped him and said, "Icira recite." And the first words of the Qur’an came pouring
out of the prophet's mouth. And he never went back to that cave. He lived the rest of his life in the world building Islam.
And that's the only way that I can think of living is in the world, building interfaith cooperation from my Muslim inspiration.
That's the way that I deal with religious violence is just waking up and saying, "I'm doing something about this." And
maybe all these other people who are also doing something about this will one day end this.
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Why does Eboo
Patel think he is
practicing Islam by
building interfaith
cooperation?

Ms. Tippett: Eboo Patel is founder and executive director of the Chicago-based Interfaith Youth Core. Here in closing is
an exchange that took place during one of his projects:
Mr. Patel: I want to ask Aisha what you think Adina has taught in this space, and, Adina, what you think Aisha has taught
in this space. And, Aisha, why don't you go first?
Aisha: It’s such a huge question. I mean, I've just learned so much about Judaism in terms of the practices, the
beliefs. But I think, more specifically, I've learned that Adina's just like me. I know it sounds, like, really simple but
really, I mean, you know, we don't really have many differences.
Adina: You stole what I was going to say. Like, it was really powerful for me to see, like, how pervasive both the
faiths are. Like, beyond the fact that we're friends and, like, that's important, that we all can relate, but that
everything is interfaith, that there really isn't a way where you, like, draw the line. There's not an end. It's not like it
ends when you leave this circle. It's not going to end when you leave this group. Like, everything you can possibly
imagine has that another faith has a component to it, and that was really profound.
49:56 End

Ms. Tippett: We'd love to hear your thoughts on this program. Contact us through our Web site at speakingoffaith.org.
There, you'll find an annotated guide to go in-depth with today's program. The particulars section presents images,
readings, and a list of the music you've just heard. And in the archives section, you can listen to this program again and
our past programs for no charge or learn how to buy downloadable copies. Also, sign up for our free e-mail newsletter,
which includes my journal on each interview, as well as transcripts of every program. And please take time this week to
participate in an online survey to help us learn more about you and your thoughts about Speaking of Faith. You can find it
all at http://www.speakingoffaith.org. This program was produced by Kate Moos, Mitch Hanley, Colleen
Scheck and Jody Abramson. Our Web producer is Trent Gilliss with assistance from Ilona Piotrowska. Special thanks this
week to the producers of "Chicago Tonight" on WTTW in Chicago. The executive producer of Speaking of Faith is Bill
Buzenberg, and I'm Krista Tippett.
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EXTENSIONS AND ACCOMODATIONS:
•

If students are interested, and your schedule allows, consider creating a research mini-unit on world religions with the vetted resources on the January
2006 Monthly Feature page. For example, use the resources produced by the United Religions Initiative (http://www.uri.org/kids/world.htm) and divide
students into small groups, with each group dividing the responsibility for researching and teaching key aspects of a religion to the rest of the class.
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